Recently, weighted patch representation has been widely studied for alleviating the impact of background information included in bounding box to improve visual tracking results. However, existing weighted patch representation models generally exploit spatial structure information among patches in each frame separately which ignore (1) unary feature of each patch and (2) temporal correlation among patches in different frames. To address ral coherence and graph optimized ranking model for weighted patch representation in visual tracking problem. There are three main contributions of graph ranking for patch weight computation which exploits both structure information among patches and unary feature of each patch simultaneously. Second, we propose a new more discriminative ranking model by further considering the temporal correlation among patches in different frames. Third, a neighborhood preserved, low-rank graph mized ranking model. Experiments on two bench-
Introduction
As an important research topic in computer vision, visual tracking has been extensively studied and many tracking methods have been developed. However, it still remains challenging due to large appearance variations of the target object and disturbance in presence of cluttered background. Existing visual tracking methods usually adopt tracking-bydetection framework which aims to localize the target object scribe the target object accurately due to the irregular shape of the target object and thus usually introduces undesired background information, which usually degrades the effectiveness To address this issue, many methods have been developed to alleviate the impact of background information [Dorin et al., 2003; Hare et al., 2016; He et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2017] . One kind of popular methods is to suppress the impact of background by generating robust feature descriptor for bounding box [Dorin et al., 2003; He et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2015] . Recently, patch based representation has been studied to produce robust object descriptor [Li et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017a; 2017b] . Among them, one kind of popular methods is to develop weighted patch representation to alleviate the impact of background information and thus improve tracking results [Kim et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017a; 2017b] . These methods generally aim to assign different foreground weights to the patches in bounding box feature representation to alleviate the impact of patches that are belonging to background. For example, Kim et al. [Kim et al., 2015] proposed to construct neighborhood graph to represent the patches of bounding box and employed a random walk model to obtain different weights for the patches. Li et al. [Li et al., 2017a] proposed to learn a low-rank sparse graph for target object representation to obtain more robust weight computation. Li et al. [Li et al., 2017b] provided an improved graph learning model by further considering local and global relationship information among patches together.
However, existing weighted patch representation models have two main limitations. First, they only exploit structure information among patches in weighted patch representation which neglect the unary features of patches explicitly. Second, they generally learn the representation of bounding box in each frame separately which ignores the temporal correlation among different frames. To address these limitations, timized ranking model to obtain robust weighted patch repgraph ranking model for patch weight computation. It can explore structure information among patches and unary feature of each patch together in patch weight computation. Second, we pursue a more discriminative and robust patch ranking model by further considering the temporal correlation between different frames. Third, a low-rank sparse graph is learned and incorporated in our patch ranking to build a udard benchmark datasets show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
2 Related Work to generate weighted patch representation for tracking. He et al. [He et al., 2013] generally assumed that pixels that are far from the bounding center should be less important. He et al. [He et al., 2017] proposed a key patch selection method by considering the location and occlusion. Kim et al. [Kim et al., 2015] employed a random walk with restart model on a 8-neighborhood graph to compute patch weights within each bounding box. The human established structure graph may not capture the intrinsic structure among patches well and also sensitive to local noise. Li et al. [Li et al., 2017a] proposed to use a subspace method to learn a more robust low-rank sparse graph for weighted patch representation. Li et al. [Li et al., 2017b] also provided an improved graph learning model by considering both local and global cues together. However, these methods fail to explore the patch features and temporal correlation among different frames.
The Proposed Representation Model
Given one bounding box of the target object, we partition it into non-overlapping patches and aim to assign each patch with a foreground weight. The computed weights are combined with patch features to construct a robust object feature representation for visual tracking.
Patch weight learning via graph ranking
it into non-overlapping patches and aim to assign each patch with a foreground weight v to represent its possibility of belonging to the target object. We conduct this task via graph based ranking problems [Zhou et al., 2003; Nie et al., 2010] object as queries and then aim to determine the weights of rest patches according to their relevances to these queries.
Let X x x be the collection of patch features in current frame, where x denotes the feature descriptor of patch . Let y y y be the indication vector of queries, in which y if patch belongs to target object, and y otherwise (the detail obtaining of queries whose nodes represent patches and edges denote the spatial relationship among patches. Let S be the edge weight matrix. Based on features X, graph S and queries y, we compute foreground weights v of patches by solving,
where w and is a scalar. 1 . The parameters control the balances of the linv provides a kind of ranking for patch w.r.t queries. The ranking of patches are obtained by conducting both label prediction via linear mapping and label propagation via graph regularization. We employ this ranking as foreground weight to represent its possibility of belonging to the target object. Comparing with previous models [Kim et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017a] which only use structure information, this model explores both feature and structure information of patches simultaneously. To further enhance the discriminative ability and robustness of ranking, in the following we propose a more general graph optimized ranking model by further considering temporal coherence and graph optimization in ranking process.
Temporal coherence
The above model learns the foreground weights v of bounding box in current frame separately which obviously ignores the temporal correlation between current frame and previous frames. When the patch features X in current frame are partially contaminated or corrupted, the above separate learning model (Eq.(1)) may be less effective. To overcome this problem, we propose a temporal coherence ranking model by considering the consensus between rankings of consecutive frames. Our temporal coherence ranking model is formulated as,
where X v denote the features and learned weights of patches in previous frame. The parameter denotes the weight of previous frame, which is determined by the correlation between objects in previous and current frames.
In above coherent ranking model, the previous features X and already learned patch rankings (weights) v are employed to guide the patch ranking v in current frame via the common w and First, when the current features X are partially contaminated, the current learning term X w 1 v may be less effective. However, the regularization terms of previous frames X w 1 v can facilitate compensating the ineffective learning of current frame and thus help to improve the robustness of the model. Second, by incorporating the patch samples of previous frames, there exist some more patch samples to learn the prediction parameters w and , which can enhance the discriminative ability of the model. One important aspect of the above ranking model (Eq. (2)) is the construction of graph S. One simple way is to use human established neighborhood graph [Kim et al., 2015] , which ususually sensitive to local noise. Inspired by graph learning work [Zhuang et al., 2012] , we propose to learn a graph Z to better capture the intrinsic relationship among patches in current frame by considering sparse, low-rank and neighborhood constraints together. By incorporating the graph learning in-
where are the parameters for graph learning. S denotes the 8-neighborhood graph, i.e., each patch is connected to 8 neighbor patches and the edge weights are computed as Gaussian kernel [Kim et al., 2015] . The forth term in this Z preserve the neighborhood structure of patches. In this model, the graph construction Z and weight computation v are conducted corporately for boosting their respective performance via the minimiza-Z encourages closeness between estimated v and v while large variation between v and v Z . Comparisons with Related Works. Graph learning and ranking based patch weight computations have also been proposed in work DGT [Li et al., 2017a] and ReGLe [Li et al., 2017b] . The main differences are follows.
(1) Our model employs label (weight) propagation and prediction together by exploring both structure and feature information of patches to enhance the discriminative ability of learning model. In contrast, previous works only employ label propagation with structure information and ignore the feature information although the feature information has been used in their graph constructions. (2) Our model learns the patch weight by exploring both spatial consistency and temporal coherence simultaneously while previous works conduct patch weight computation in each frame separately and only exploit spatial consistency.
Optimization
It is known that both function and norm are nonirectly. One popular and effective way is to replace function and norm with nuclear norm and norm and reformulate Eq.(3) approximately as the following convex problem,
Here Z , Z Z and E E denote the nuclear norm, norm and norm, respectively. This problem is a convex problem and the global optimal solution can be obtained via an Augmented Lagrange Multiplier Method (ALM) [Lin et al., 2011] algorithm. To do A B U to make the objective function separable as,
The augmented Lagrangian function Z E A B U is,
The ALM algorithm updates the variables Z E U B A w and v alternatively. Let R and R v v . Then, with some algebra, the update rules for these variables are derived as follows,
where are the minimization, shrinkage and singular value thresholding operator, respectively. In Eq.(13), D is a diagonal matrix with D Z . Note that, the update Z in Eq.(12) has a closed-form solution and can be obtained
The updates v w and in Eqs. (13, 14, 15 ) also have closedon w.r.t variable v w and to zero, respectively. The complete algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Optimization of Problem Eq.(4)
Input: The patch features X . The previous learned patch weights v , the query indication vector y, the human constructed graph S. In this section, we incorporate our optimized weights of patches into the tracking-by-detection framework, Struck [Hare et al., 2011] to provide a robust tracking algorithm. Our tracking process contains two main steps: weighted patch feature descriptor and structured output tracking.
Weighted patch feature descriptor. Similar to [Kim et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017a] , we obtain the foreground queries as follows. For each patch in the bounding box, if it belongs to the shrunk region of the bounding box then we regard it as foreground query because it is very likely to belong to target object, as shown in Figure 1 (b) . Based on these foreground queries, we can thus obtain the foreground weights v for patches using the proposed ranking model, i.e., larger weight v indicates the more likely that patch belongs to target. In addition to foreground queries, we can also obtain background queries by using patches in the expended region of bounding box (as shown in Figure 1 (c) ) and obtain background weights u for patches similarly using the proposed ranking model, i.e., larger weight u indicates the more likely that patch belongs to background. We can thus combine v and u together as v u to provide a more accurate foreground weights [Kim et al., 2015] . Based on these patch weights, we can thus generate a kind of feature representation for visual object by incorporating patch weights into feature descriptor. Formally, let X x x x be the original feature descriptor for bounding box , where x denotes the feature of patch . By incorporating the learned weights into the feature descriptor X , we can thus obtain a kind of weighted descriptor for the bounding box as X x x x (17) Comparing with original feature X , the weighted feature descriptor X can alleviate the effects of cluttered background information and thus provides a kind of more accurate feature descriptor for target in tracking process [Kim et al., 2015] .
Structured SVM tracking. We apply our weighted patch descriptor X into Struck tracking algorithm, which aims to determine the optimal object bounding box in the current
where h is the normal vector of a decision plan of th frame. In order to further incorporate the information of the initial frame and previous frame, in this paper we compute the optimal bounding box by maximizing the following score, h X h X h X (19) where h h frame, respectively. This strategy can prevent it from learning drastic appearance changes. When the optimal bounding box h . To prevent the effects of unreliable tracking results, here we ing result is larger than a threshold [Kim et al., 2015] .
Experiments
We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed tracking algorithm on two widely used benchmark datasets [Liang et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2015] and compare with some other stateof-the-art trackers. We implement our tracker using C++ language on a desktop computer with an Inter i7 3.6GHz CPU and 32GB RAM. The proposed tracker performs at about 3.3 FPS (frames per second). In general, our tracker performs slower than DGT [Li et al., 2017a] , but faster than ReGLe [Li et al., 2017b] in which 2 FPS has been reported.
Evaluation settings
Parameters. For each bounding box in each frame, we partition it into no-overlapping patches to obtain better performance. For each patch, we extract a 32-dimensional feature descriptor including a 24-dimensional RGB color histogram and 8-dimensional oriented gradient histogram. For minimum side length of bounding box to 32 pixels. We set the side length of a searching window as , where and denote the width and height of the scaled bounding box, respectively. We set parameters to . Empirically, the tracking perfor--sideration, we use previous frame in our model and set balance parameters to . Because the previous frame is most correlated with current vides a ground truth bounding box. We set the balanced parameters in Eq. (19) to OTB100 benchmark dataset. This dataset [Wu et al., 2015] contains 100 image sequences whose ground-truth target locations are marked manually. The sequences are associated with 11 different attributes. For performance evaluation metrics, we use precision rate (PR) and success rate (SR) [Henriques et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2015] to measure the quantitative performances of tracker methods.
Temple-Color benchmark dataset. This dataset [Liang et al., 2015] contains 128 challenging image sequences of human, animals and rigid objects, whose ground-truth target locations are marked manually. Each sequence in this dataset is also annotated by its challenge factors, which is the same as in [Wu et al., 2015] . The evaluation metrics including PR and SR used in this dataset are also same with [Wu et al., 2015] .
Evaluation on OTB100 dataset
compare our method with some other state-of-the-art methods including both deep and non-deep learning methods.
Comparison with non-deep learning trackers. We compare our tracking method with some recent state-of-the-art traditional methods including DGT [Li et al., 2017a] , ReGLe [Li et al., 2017b] , SOWP [Kim et al., 2015] , Staple [Bertinetto et al., 2016] , SRDCF [Danelljan et al., 2015] , MEEM [Zhang et al., 2014] and LCT [Ma et al., 2015a] . Note that, DGT [Li et al., 2017a] , ReGLe [Li et al., 2017b] and SOWP [Kim et al., 2015] also use the weighted patch representation in tracking process and thus are most related with our methods. Figure 2 shows the comparison results in onepass evaluation (OPE) using PR and SR curves, respectively. Overall, our tracking method generally performs better than the other state-of-the-art methods. In particular, our method Figure 4 : Tracking results of our method against 8 trackers (denoted in different colors and lines) on six challenging sequences. Intuitively, one can note that our tracker locates the visual object more accurately on these challenging sequences. achieves 0.1%/2.6%, 6.3%/5.2% performance gains in PR/SR over related work DGT [Li et al., 2017a] and SOWP [Kim et al., 2015] and 0.4% performance gains in SR over ReGLe [Li et al., 2017b] , which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed weighted patch representation model in conducting object tracking task. Note that, comparing with other related works, our model further explores the feature information via label prediction and also exploits temporal correlation in visual object representation and thus performs more discriminatively and robustly. Comparison with deep learning trackers. In Figure 2 , we also report some results of the deep learning based tracking methods including ACFN [Choi et al., 2017] and HCF [Ma et al., 2015b] . Our method obtains better performance than these deep learning trackers. Note that, deep learning based tracking methods generally require large-scale annotated training samples while our method only uses the ground updates the model in subsequent frames. Evaluation on different attributes. We present the representative PR/SR values on videos belonging to 11 different attributes, respectively. Table 1 reports the comparison results (PR/SR) on sequences that belong to 11 different attributes, respectively. One can note that, our method obtains the best performance on most challenging attributes in SR. Figure 4 shows some tracking examples on some challenging videos. Intuitively, one can note that our tracker locates the visual object more accurately on these challenging sequences.
Evaluation on Temple-Color dataset
We also evaluate our method on Temple-Color dataset [Liang et al., 2015] . Figure 3 shows the success plot and precision plot over all 129 videos on this dataset. Generally, our tracker outperforms the other related trackers and obtains the best performance on PR/SR values. Especially, it achieves 3.38%/1.3%, 4.7%/2.44% and 1.3%/1.13% performance gains in PR/SR over most related work SOWP, DGT and ReGLe. This further demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed tracking method.
Component analysis
To justify the importance of two main components (temporal coherence and graph learning) in our representation model, we implement some special variants of our model, i.e., OursnoT and Ours-noG. 1) Ours-noT only uses the information of current frame and does not exploit the temporal correlation among frames in our model. 2) Ours-noG only uses the human established graph S [Kim et al., 2015] and does not exploit the graph learning Z in our model. Figure 5 shows the SR scores on videos of 11 different attributes. We can note al in our weighted patch representation and thus tracking performance. (2) The temporal relationship among patches is an important cue to obtain robust weighted patch representation. 
Conclusion
graph optimized ranking model for weighted patch object representation and visual tracking problem. The proposed ural correlation and unary features together to and thus performs more robustly and discriminatively in patch weight computation. We incorporate the optimized weighted patch representation into Struck tracker to carry out visual object tracking. Experiments on two standard benchmark datasets show the effectiveness of the proposed tracking method.
